
Maintenance 

1) To avoid accidental injury, inspect the baby walker on regular basis.

2) Please check all the parts for any damage or rupture and change them if required before using the walker

3) Seat cloth is hand washable. Babyhug laundry detergent is recommended.

4) This walker contains small part for assembly purpose, please store them carefully and keep away from baby.

5) Do not use or  store the baby walker at irregular, damp, cold or high-temperature places for a long time.

1) Inspection and adjustment must be done before using the walker.

2) The height of the cushion should be properly adjusted to avoid the babies falling out. 

3) Make sure all the locking devices are in the locked state before use. 

4) Avoid using baby walker on or near threshold, stairs or irregular places; it may result in serious injury.

5) Do not use baby walker on a slope driveway or street.

6) Do not allow other child to push the baby walker when there is baby in it.

7) Do not use the baby walker when the baby can walk independently.

8) Never leave your baby unattended when in use.

Warning

STYLE CODE : BGBW009

baby walker

Carrying Capacity

UP TO 15 Kgs
AGE GROUP

7 to 15 MONTHS

baby walker

Stepping with Joy

Removable Seat 4 Levels of Height Adjustment Engaging Toys

Little Explorer Walker Cum Rocker



Know Your Product Well

Seat

Wheels

Height adjustment bar

Chassis

Panel

    Musical Toy Tray

    Push bar

Assembly Instructions

Unfold

Fix the base and pull the panel up to the 
needed height level, make sure the safety 
device is in locked state.

Install Wheels

Install the wheels in the chassis by hands. It 
doesn't required any auxiliary tools for �tting.

Adjust the Height

As shown in picture, �x the base then press down 
or pull up the panel to the needed height, make 
sure the safety device is in the locked state. 

Install Seat Cushion

Insert the plastic bolts into the holes around 
the panel. Put the plastic stick through the 
seat clothes hole and then tighten it with 
screws. 

Install the Battery Music

Install two batteries, press any one of the key for 
music. For changing the batteries, open the cover 
of battery box, take out the used battery and put in 
the new ones. Then put the cover back and lock it 
with the screw. 

Panel Adjustment 

Reconstruction in Rocking Base

When using rocking function

Turn the white knob to open state. Press two red buttons on 
one side of the chassis and then turn the chassis in inward 
direction. Same procedure applies for the other side. 

Install the Parent Push Bar

Insert the bar into the hole located 
at the backside of the walker. 


